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In order to create consistent data sets of JARE (Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition) shipborne gravity data, we applied 
drift and offset corrections using the latest satellite altimetric gravity model as the reference for all the data sets so far obtained. 
JARE has been conducting gravity measurements on board Ice breaker Shirase since 27th expedition (JARE-27) except 
JARE-31, 35, 36 and 50. Konishi et al. (2006) already conducted drift and offset corrections for the data before JARE-46 so 
that the shipborne data fitted to those of satellite altimetric gravity data of grav.img.11.1 (Sandwell and Smith, 2004). 
Practically, following Konishi et al. (2006), we first extracted the gravity values from the latest altimetric gravity model of 
grav.img.20.1 (Sandwell and Smith, 2012) along the ship tracks, and then compared the values with those of shipborne gravity 
data. From the comparisons, we found some large discrepancies near the turning points of the ship tracks, also found some 
large drifts and offsets in the data sets after JARE-47 and even in same data sets before JARE-46.  
In order to correct these errors, we first removed the data with large discrepancies, and assuming polynomial functions of 
time for the drifts, we applied drift and offset corrections for each leg. I averaged data in a grid of 1 '× 1' and removed the data 
that has been moved away more than twice the standard deviation from the mean value. 
 In this study, we estimated the offset and drift, and removed the outliers on the data of JARE47-52 that has not been 
processed until now. In addition, we reprocessed the data of JARE27-46 that has been processed by Konishi et al. (2006) in the 
same way, and created a homogeneous data set.  
  

















































図 2：1′×1′のグリッドで平均した Free-Air異常 
図1：JARE37,37,52のデータと衛星高度計データの差(濃灰色) 
ドリフトとオフセット(黒線)、補正後のデータと衛星高度計データの差(淡灰色) 
